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1. Introduction 

This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides 

market salary data for the following role(s):  

 

• Cyber Security Assurance Analyst 

 

2. Market salary data 

This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources 

of information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the 

widest possible assessment of the market for this role.  

 

2.1. Market data 

The following sections provide the aggregate market salary for full-time Cyber Security 

Assurance Analyst. 

 

2.1.1. NHS data 

In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover 

comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff, is the largest employer in the UK and as 

such plays a key role in influencing the market for many non-medical roles, particularly in 

education, given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS. 

 

Developers in the NHS are typically employed on Band 7 and the current salary range is 

between £38,890 to £44,503 a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the South 

East/South.  

 

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements: 

• Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,474 and a 

maximum payment of £6,892; 



 
 

 

• Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,786 and a 

maximum payment of £4,824; 

• Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,037 and a maximum 

payment of £1,793. 

 

2.1.2 IDR data 

The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our online database of salary 

information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers through surveys and 

bespoke data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service.1 

 

Cyber Security, by Level 

IDR Level Lower 

quartile 

Median Upper quartile Average 

Level 7 £41,928 £47,012 £53,750 £49,996 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker 

 

  

 
1 Refers to the IDR Job Level. These typically cover the following types of roles: 1 and 2, admin, 

support and manual roles; 3 and 4, secretarial and craft roles; 5 and 6, vocational and supervisory; 7 

and 8, professional and managerial; 9, senior management; 10a and 10b, directors; 11, senior 

directors/chief executives. 



 
 

 

3. Job advertisements 

This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions. 

 

3.1. Data and summary 

Cyber Security Analyst– advertised positions summary 

 Minimum Maximum 

Average £41,541 £48,004 

 

Cyber Security Analyst - job advertisements 

Ref. Organisation Job title Min Max 

ID283 
Top 20 UK practice Cyber Security Associate 

£50,000 £80,000 

ID284 
Technology company 

Cyber Security Analyst £50,000 £60,000 

ID285 Picture More Cyber Security Analyst £45,000 £55,000 

ID286 Addition Solutions Cyber Security Analyst £35,000 £45,000 

ID287 The Scottish Government Cyber Security Analyst £26,995 £29,776 

ID288 Bank of England Vulnerability Analyst £40,000 £45,000 

ID289 Office for National Statistics 

Cyber Security Vulnerability 

Analyst 
£30,205 - 

ID290 Aviva Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst £50,000 - 

ID291 

Science and Technology 

Facilities Council (STFC) Cyber Security Analyst 
£31,931 £34,709 

ID292 Office of the Chief Executive Cyber Security Senior Analyst £54,879 £61,132 

ID293 

European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts Cyber Security Analyst 
£62,166 - 

ID294 

STFC - The Science and 

Technology Facilities Council Cyber Security Analyst 
£31,931 £34,709 

ID295 UK Research and Innovation Cyber Security Analyst £31,931 £34,709 

 

3.2. Job advertisements 

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.  
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Cyber Security Associate
Posted 19 July by The Legists Ltd Featured

 £50,000 - £80,000 per annum

 Greater Manchester, Lancashire

 Permanent, full-time

This is a truly unique offering to work within a market leading Top 20 UK practice. The firm have a
highly respected International brand and offices around the globe. The Firm This Top 20 UK
International firm and Global 100 firm has a long-standing reputation as being a market leader and
being ahead of the curve regarding technology; they have systems which ensure they offer a first-
class service to their client base. They now stand at over 1,500 lawyers operating from 23 locations
throughout the UK, Europe, Asia Pacific and the Middle East. The firm is well-placed to advise on
complex multi-jurisdictional transactions across a full range of legal disciplines. With multiple
accolades to its name, this firm has housed the most reputable leading individuals. Never far from
high profile and complex work this firm are often praised not only for the legal problems they solve
but the commercial challenges and new opportunities they present to their network. The firm has
significant international credentials in global energy, infrastructure, financial services, advanced
manufacturing, and technology. Working largely with Fortune 500, FTSE 100 and many other large
international companies. This firm has also been recognised as a leading employer of the year. The
Role The firm are looking for a Cyber Security Associate to join this Top 20 Practice's leading team,
in their Manchester office. The firm have an industry leading team of cyber security and data
protection lawyers in the UK and internationally. The global and multi-disciplinary team is made up of
over 180 individuals working together of the world's leading brands and corporations on international
data protection and compliance issues. You will be involved in high value and complex disputes
including contentious data privacy, regulatory enforcement, cyber security, major incident response,
investigations and litigation. You will act for a diverse client base across a variety of different sectors,
making no two days the same. Your caseload will include * Assessing & supporting pre-incident
resilience of cyber security controls * Incident response and investigations * Advising multi-national

Register CV Sign in Shortlisted jobs
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clients on a range of cross-border cyber security incidents and global data breaches * Crisis
management following significant cyber security incidents * Engaging with government and law
enforcement agencies in the UK and abroad * Advising on a wide range of litigation issues stemming
from data incidents * Supporting with civil and criminal litigation as a consequence of cyber
security/data protection incidents Requirements * You will be a Solicitor with 2-5 years PQE *

Experience of contentious cyber security or data protection gained at a high regarded commercial
firm * Commercial awareness and understanding of the key legal and business issues. * Be proactive
and innovative * The ability to develop and build you own network of internal and external contacts
Remuneration * You will receive a strong and competitive salary along with an industry leading bonus
This is a brilliant opportunity for Cyber Security Associate to join this Top 20 Practice leading team,
in their Manchester office. Apply now for immediate consideration or feel free to give me a call for a
confidential conversation.

Apply on employer's website

Reference: 42954248

Bank or payment details should never be provided when applying for a job. For information on how to
stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.

Report this job

 Get Job Alerts

 Shortlist

 Share job

Not quite what you are looking for? Try these similar searches

Legal jobs in Greater Manchester

Associate jobs in Greater Manchester

Jobs in Greater Manchester

Legal jobs

Associate jobs

The Legists Ltd jobs
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Cyber Security Analyst
Posted 6 July by Richmond Square Consulting Ltd Easy Apply

 £50,000 - £60,000 per annum, inc benefits

 Farnborough, Hampshire

 Permanent, full-time

 Work from home

Cyber Security Analyst 
Farnborough, Hampshire

Cyber Security Analyst required by a fast-growing cutting-edge design & technology company
based in Farnborough, Hampshire. The Cyber Security Analyst will be responsible for monitoring and
resolving attacks, threats, unusual and illegal activity across internal and external (client) systems on
a multi-project and BAU basis.

Benefits 
As a Cyber Security Analyst working with this company, you will benefit from:

Starting salary of up to £55,000
Discretionary bonus scheme
35 hour working week (8:30am - 4:30pm or 9am - 5pm, Monday - Friday)
1-2 days per week work from home options, post COVID
Casual dress
Free hot and cold drinks in our own, modern kitchen/break-out area
Secure, on-site parking, cafe, restaurant and gym facilities
Company events & social hours
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Company events & social hours
Professional Development Opportunities
Perkbox Employee Benefits system
Bike to Work scheme
Contributory Pension Scheme

Maternity / Paternity Pay
Friendly & Supportive Team
Career progression opportunities

A few details about the role 
As a Cyber Security Analyst you will have a diverse, challenging, extremely interesting and rewarding
role within the company. Your work will be on multiple internal and external projects and systems,
working closely with very high-level Software Developers, Infrastructure Engineers, DevOps
Engineers and Enterprise Level Architects across the business, as well as 3rd parties and external
clients. Some of your responsibilities will include:

Monitor for attacks, intrusions and unusual, unauthorised or illegal activity - Investigate security
alerts and provide incident response
Assist Head of Cyber in engaging in 'ethical hacking', for example, simulating spear phishing
Monitor identity and access management, including monitoring for abuse of permissions by
authorised system users
Liaise with stakeholders in relation to cyber security issues and provide future recommendations
Generate reports for both technical and non-technical staff and stakeholders
Maintain an information security risk register and assist with internal and external audits relating to
information security
Assist with the creation, maintenance and delivery of cyber security awareness training for
colleagues
Give advice and guidance to staff on issues such as spam and unwanted or malicious emails
Research/evaluate emerging cyber security threats and ways to manage them
Keep up to date with the latest security and technology developments
Plan for disaster recovery and create contingency plans in the event of any security breaches
Identify gaps in the Cyber SOC functions and help build the capability.

What you will need

A minimum of 2 years commercial experience as a Cyber Security Analyst, SOC Analyst, SecOps
Analyst, or similar job title / role
Understanding and appreciation of as many of the following technologies as possible
(nonessential): Windows Server, Unix, Azure, AWS, Kubernetes, Docker, Containers, Apache Kafka,
Nifi, MongoDB, NoSQL, SQL, AI, VR, Machine Learning
SC Level Security Clearance (Preference will be taken over candidates who are actively or have
recently been security to SC level. However, we will consider candidates who are eligible for SC
clearance and would be willing to go to DV level clearance if the role requires it to)

If you feel that you are the candidate who my client is looking for, then please apply via the link or
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Apply now

Register and upload your CV to apply with just one click

View all jobs

Cyber Security Analyst
Posted 1 week ago by Picture More Easy Apply

 £45,000 - £55,000 per annum

 Leeds, West Yorkshire

 Permanent, full-time

 Be one of the first ten applicants

A fantastic opportunity to join a prestigious firm as a Cyber Security Analyst.

Having the primary responsibility to support the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of clients'
data. As a result, the Cyber Security Analyst must have excellent analytical skills as well as a good
knowledge of the company’s products, services, and Service Management processes.

Main responsibilities:

Development and maintenance of the security of the Firm’s IT services, including liaising with third
parties to ensure patching, resolving vulnerabilities and hardening systems as required

Create and update security support documentation, including processes and procedures to
ensure a consistent and effective support performance

Work with all areas of the IT Department to ensure security of the infrastructure from the
implementation of new systems through to the maintenance and monitoring of existing systems

Operate in an ITIL V3 focused service delivery framework

Stakeholder Management

Knowledge and skills required:

Register CV Sign in Shortlisted jobs
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Awareness of infrastructure and application technologies: Microsoft Windows Server 2012/2016,
ESX/VMware, Messaging (Exchange 2016/Online), IIS, SQL 2012/2014/2016, Linux appliances,
architecture and OS, Back-up technologies, Citrix, Cisco and Microsoft Cloud technologies
including Azure, Office 365, Teams

Awareness of security technologies: SIEM, firewalls, intrusion detection/prevention systems, anti-
virus software, authentication systems, log management, content filtering, etc.

Awareness of security approaches: ISMS, risk analysis and assessments

Security certification or security related BSc degree advantageous

Required skills

ISMS  SIEM  firewall

Apply now

Reference: 43446851

Bank or payment details should never be provided when applying for a job. For information on how to
stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.

Report this job
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Information Technology jobs in Leeds

Analyst jobs in Leeds
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Apply now
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About this company

Cyber Security Analyst
Posted 16 July by Addition Solutions Easy Apply

 £35,000 - £45,000 per annum

 London, South East England

 Permanent, full-time

Cyber Security Analyst

If you are a motivated and passionate Cyber Security enthusiast who is always looking to learn then
this would be an excellent environment for you. Primarily, you will be responsible for conducting real-
time threat and alerts analysis to develop detection rules and improve response accuracy for the
Cyber teams.

Key Experience/Skills required

Proficient in Cyber Dectection and Automation.
Experience working with SIEM, SOAR, Log Analytics, EDR and AV technology
Experience with Azure Logic Apps for Automated Workflos.
Knowledge of Networking (e.g., TCP/IP, LANs, DNS, VLANs, routing/switching, WANs)
Understanding of Industry Standard Information Security frameworks such as NIST, ISO, PCI-DSS
In-depth security knowledge of various operating system including but not limited to Linux,
MacOS, Windows
Strong analytical skills, problem solving and communication skills
Skilled in communicating with technical and non-technical people with clarity both written and
verbally.
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Why should you apply?

Excellent working environment where continued professional development is encouraged
Opportunity to progress within a fast growing team quickly.

Chance to have a significant involvement and influence on the Security team and continuous
improvments.

Required skills

Networking  Security  Threat Analysis  Incident Management  SIEM

Apply now

Reference: 42670007

Bank or payment details should never be provided when applying for a job. For information on how to
stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.
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Cyber Security Analyst
The Scottish Government
Glasgow
Temporarily remote
£26,995 - £29,776 a year  - Permanent

Eligible Grades – All 
Location – Dundee House, 50 North Lindsay Street, Dundee, DD1 4QX or 220 High Street, Glasgow, G4
0QW 
Further Information – Staff on any working pattern may apply 

Overview 
Social Security Scotland, an Executive Agency of the Scottish Government, is the largest and most complex
IT and digital change programme since devolution. With a lifetime budget of over £300m, delivering a
social security system that will support the people of Scotland for decades to come. Due to the demands of
this exciting programme of work, the Agency is currently experiencing rapid growth and we require more
incredible digital, security and technology experts to join us, including the role of Cyber Security Analyst. 

As a Cyber Security Analysts you will be responsible for protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of information and information systems used by government and Partners Across Government.
The Cyber Security Analyst will support the Digital Risk & Security branch as a member of the protective
monitoring team, investigating and responding to security incidents. The Cyber Security Analyst will also
assist with identifying, developing and testing new security alerts. 

We aim to develop within Social Security Scotland, a positive and inclusive culture, which supports our
people to flourish, by embedding a working environment where we all treat each other with dignity and
respect, and recognise each other's contributions. 

Essential Criteria 
1. You will have a broad and up to date knowledge of cyber security, from a relevant degree or equivalent
training and experience. 
2. You will have good analytical skills with the capability to scrutinise issues and draw conclusions. 
3. You will have experience of working in a team. 
4. You have excellent organisation skills. 

Competencies 
Self-Awareness 
Improving Performance 
Analysis and Use of Evidence 
Communications and Engagement 

Important Information Regarding Interviews 
In recognition of the Scottish Government's ongoing measures and guidance in its response to Covid-19

Sign in

The Scottish Government
49 reviews

Read what people are saying about working here.
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Apply Now

IT Security Specialist jobs in Glasgow

Jobs at The Scottish Government in Glasgow

IT Security Specialist salaries in Glasgow

(Coronavirus), we would like to advise applicants that a decision has been taken that all interviews must be
conducted in a virtual/remote setting. 

In order to facilitate this new way of working, we are asking all applicants to ensure that they have a
suitable space to complete the virtual interview as well as a personal device of choice with an account
registered to the 'Webex' app by which you can undertake the interview/assessment if selected. We are
also asking you to ensure that your personal Wi-Fi/Broadband capacity will be sufficient to carry both
audio and video feeds to undertake the interview. This will then ensure that there are no issues incurred
during the interview. 

Further Information 
For further information on this vacancy please download and review the "Person Specification and Further
Information for Job Applicants" which you will find below. 

To apply for this post, you will need to submit a CV (no longer than 2 pages), and a personal statement. 
Your CV should be tailored to reflect the skills and experience relevant for this role, paying particular
attention to the essential criteria. Your personal statement should be no longer than 750 words. 
Both the CV and the personal statement must be combined into a single document as the system can only
accept a single document upload per application. 
Failure to submit a single combined document (2 page CV and 750 word personal statement) may mean
the panel only have limited information on which to assess your application against the criteria, and could
impact any potential invite to interview. 
If you are successful and receive an invitation to interview, the interview will be based around the
competencies noted on this advert. 

To learn more about this opportunity, please contact Amanda Gorry who can be reached via
Amanda.gorry@socialsecurity.gov.scot.

The Scottish Government
4 days ago
original job
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TVM – Vulnerability Analyst
Bank of England
London
£40,000 - £45,000 a year

TVM – Vulnerability Analyst

- (005102)
Primary Location UK-ENG-London
Job Information Technology
Organisation TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Job Posting 21-Jul-2021, 10:27:03 AM

Bank Overview:

The Bank of England is the UK's central bank. Our mission is to deliver monetary and financial stability for
the British people.

The Bank of England is a diverse organisation. Each of its 4,000 people are committed to public service and
dedicated to promoting the good of the people of the United Kingdom by maintaining monetary and
financial stability.

Technology overview:

Work for an organisation steeped in history with a front row seat for the digitalisation of the financial
sector, and the rise of Fintech and Regtech. A core organisational strength, with our people at our centre,
Technology enable the Bank of England to deliver its mission by providing a hugely diverse set of technical
solutions and platforms. From supporting critical systems which underpin the UK economy, to evolving
data analytics, reinventing our online presence, and introducing a fully digital workplace. Be part of a team
that’s constantly evolving, just like our industry.

We take pride in our people, with backgrounds and experiences as diverse as the solutions they provide.
You’ll enjoy flexible working opportunities, a sense of community and well-being, and a collective mission
to promote the good of the people of the UK. All of which add up to make the Bank a hugely rewarding
place to work.

Department overview:

Within Cyber Security you will be working with people who are passionate about protecting the security
and stability of our Technology estate. Whether it is identifying threats, uncovering vulnerabilities or
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ensuring robust and resilient infrastructure, you’ll be working at the cutting edge in a security-centric
organisation.

You’ll focus on ensuring security by design, and ensuring we have safe, stable and resilient systems.
Collaborating closely with colleagues across Technology and throughout the organisation you will help the
division safeguard the critical systems and information which the organisation is responsible for.

Our award-winning specialist teams are committed to developing their expertise in a constantly evolving
environment. Aligned to industry best-practice, our staff are encouraged to develop your skills both
internally and externally, through mentoring, training and formal qualifications.

Job description

The role of the Cyber Security Analyst is to support the TVM Technical Lead in the assessment and
planning the remediation of identified vulnerabilities that result from vulnerability scans. Providing
consultation and threat analysis of exploits and identify any potential impact to the Bank is also a large
part of the role.

This role involves working with other Bank staff to assist them in the assessment and management of
identified and outstanding vulnerabilities and their remediation, including advising on potential treatment
options and solutions as well as the technical risks the vulnerabilities represent. In addition the successful
candidate will be responsible for the collating, recording and tracking the remediation of identified
vulnerabilities resulting from vulnerability assessments. All tasks are focused to enable the maintenance of
a secure and safe environment within which the Bank and its staff can operate.

The role involves interaction with both technical and non-technical colleagues across the organisation; a
clear and appropriate communication style needs to be adopted to ensure stakeholder satisfaction for the
services delivered.

Key responsibilities:

Consistently deliver detailed documentation for reporting and compliance purposes

Provide thorough and detailed analysis on vulnerabilities

To assist in the management of compliance of identified vulnerabilities (mitigation/concession)

Ability to provide technical security guidance in plain English to Bank stakeholders

Project planning and stakeholder management

Effective communication to all internal stakeholders and external parties

Consistently deliver to deadlines

Manage multiple projects concurrently

Self-reliance and self-motivated for allocated tasks

Using technical expertise to assist in the understanding of affected Bank systems

Scheduling and supervision of vulnerability scans as per business requirements

Preparation and delivery of vulnerability management presentations/meetings informing the
stakeholders on issues and future challenges faced by the team



Job Requirements

Minimum Criteria

The job holder should have extensive knowledge of one or more key technologies comprising vulnerability
scanning and management, risk assessment, and stakeholder management.

Essential Criteria

The job holder will need to have experience in operational security activities, as well as excellent
interpersonal and communications skills, including the ability to produce clear documentation and concise
reporting. The job holder will need to have a service orientated and customer focused approach. The role
holder is expected to be results driven, able to offer improvements to the services offered and to add
value to the organisation.

Desirable Criteria

The job holder will need a strong interest in IT Security, with the holding, studying or considering studying
for relevant qualifications (e.g. CEH, OSCP, CISSP, CRT, Security+ etc.) being a distinct advantage.

This role offers a base salary of between (£40,000- 45,000) (subject to experience and skillset). The
total package also includes:

A non-contributory, career average pension giving you a guaranteed retirement benefit of
1/95th of your annual salary for every year worked. There is the option to increase your
pension (to 1/50th) or decrease (to 1/120th) in exchange for salary through our flexible
benefits programme each year.

•A 7% benefits allowance with the option to take as salary or purchase a wide range of flexible
benefits.

•25 days annual leave with option to buy up to 13 additional days through flexible benefits.

•Private medical insurance and income protection insurance

We anonymise applications so hiring managers will not be able to see your personal information, your
original CV or any covering letters when reviewing your submission. Please complete work history and the
application form questions as requested becuase incomplete submissions will not be reviewed.

We take pride in our people, with backgrounds and experiences as diverse as the solutions they provide.
You'll enjoy flexible working opportunites, a strong sense of community and well-being, and a collective
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Jobs at Bank of England in London

Analyst salaries in London

mission to promote the good of the people of the UK. All of which add up to make the Bank a hugely
rewarding place to work. 

The closing date for applications is 12/08/2021 

Please apply online, ensuring that you answer the application questions, complete the work history and
submit your CV.
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Cyber Security Vulnerability Analyst
Office for National Statistics
Newport
£30,205 a year  - Full-time, Part-time, Contract

Reference number

137803

Salary

£30,205
This post attracts a discretionary allowance of £3k, it is non-pensionable and pro-rated and does not
formal part of the contractual salary.

Grade

Higher Executive Officer

Contract type

Fixed Term

Length of employment

31/03/2023 (potential of extension, depending on funding position)

Business area

ONS - Corporate Services

Type of role

Security

Working pattern

Flexible working, Full-time, Job share, Part-time

Number of posts

1

Location

Newport, Fareham

About the job

Summary

Sign in
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Are you an information security professional looking for a role with great career progression pathways?
Would you like to help shape the future of the cyber security service within a government department?  

The Office for National Statistics (ONS) is the UK’s largest producer of official statistics, covering a range of
key economic, social and demographic topics. These include measuring changes in the value of the UK
economy, estimating the size, geographic distribution and characteristics of the population, and providing
indicators of price inflation, employment, earnings, crime and migration.  

The Security Operations team maintain the ongoing security posture within ONS. Core services cover
maintenance and management of the security aspects of the IT estate, its people, and its processes; threat
intelligence to provide a detailed picture of potential attacks; protective monitoring and adverse event
detection; incident management and response to safeguard ONS assets; security education and
awareness for staff to highlight responsibilities and human defence in depth.

Job description

The Cyber Security Vulnerability Analyst role forms part of the ONS Operational Security team within the
Security and Information Management Division at the Office for National Statistics (ONS). It reports to the
Cyber Vulnerability Lead Analyst.  

The primary focus of the role will be delivering the ONS core security operations of threat intelligence and
vulnerability management.  

Key outcomes from the role are the delivery of seamless threat intelligence and vulnerability management
service into ONS business operations, verifying the effectiveness of estate-wide security measures.  

The focus, outcomes and responsibilities are aligned to the Government Security Profession Framework –
Vulnerability management role at associate level.  

Though experience in Cyber Security is preferred, suitable candidates may also have experience in IT
Infrastructure, Networking, IT Operations, or any other technical roles. 

Responsibilities

Supports the development and implementation of multiple vulnerability assessments and
enterprise-wide scanning across multiple complex environments.
Triages and prioritises vulnerabilities through a risk-based approach, ensuring mitigation measures
are implemented.
Supports the development and implementation of the threat intelligence service across ONS
engaging with internal and external stakeholders
Provides feedback and recommendations to the Cyber Threat Intelligence and Vulnerability Lead
Analyst on the emerging threats and the effectiveness of the vulnerability management service.
Establish a detailed understanding of ONS data security and architectures enabling the delivery of a
consistent security advice.
Proactively identify and leverage threat intelligence sources to inform strategic vulnerability
mitigation measures

Person Specification  

Essential Criteria  

Knowledge of application, infrastructure, and networking security controls.
Experience of assisting with security advice and technical security solutions.



Experience of using a variety of sources of information to identify, analyse and report on relevant
threats and vulnerabilities.
Ability to work as part of a team in a multi-discipline environment.

Desirable Criteria  

Working towards obtaining, or have obtained, relevant professional membership e.g. practitioner
level within the CESG Certified Professional scheme (CCP).
Working towards obtaining professional development qualifications within specialist Security
discipline e.g. Certified Ethical Hacker, ISO 27001 Security Auditor etc.
Experience working in a security profession in a UK Government Department

This post attracts a discretionary allowance of £3k, it is non-pensionable and pro-rated and does not
formal part of the contractual salary.

Behaviours

We'll assess you against these behaviours during the selection process:

Changing and Improving
Managing a Quality Service
Delivering at Pace
Seeing the Big Picture

Technical skills

We'll assess you against these technical skills during the selection process:

Security Monitoring Tools

Benefits

The Office for National Statistics is part of the Civil Service, and as such we share a number of key benefits
with other departments, whilst also having our own unique offerings to support our 5000+ valued
employees across the business.  

Whether you are hearing about us for the first time or already know a bit about our organisation, we hope
that the benefits pack attached (bottom of page) will give you a great insight into the benefits and
facilities available to our employees, and our fantastic working culture.  

We are an organisation that takes the well-being of its employees seriously and lives and breathes the
desire to modernise the workplace of the future. Everyone, from our office-based staff in Newport, London
and Titchfield, to our field interviewers and airports and ports passenger survey staff, are part of a diverse
and inclusive family. 

Inclusion & Accessibility

At ONS we're always looking to attract the very best people from the widest possible talent pool, and we
are proud to be an inclusive, equal opportunities employer. As a member of the Business Disability Forum
and a Disability Confident Leader we’re committed to ensuring that all candidates are treated fairly
throughout the recruitment process.



Apply Now

IT Security Specialist jobs in Newport

Jobs at Office for National Statistics in Newport

IT Security Specialist salaries in Newport

As part of our application process, you will be prompted to provide details of any reasonable adjustments
to our recruitment process that you need. If you would like to discuss any reasonable adjustments before
applying, please contact the recruitment team in the first instance.

If you would like an accessible version of any of the attachments or recruitment documents below or
linked to in this advert, please contact the recruitment team who will be happy to assist.
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Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst
Aviva
London
£50,000 a year

There is a new and exciting opportunity for a Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst to join Aviva's dynamic
London-based Global Cyber Security Operations team.

You will be part of a team that is at the forefront of protecting Aviva from cyber threats. In this role you will
be responsible for the identification, analysis, and communication of significant developments in the
strategic cyber threat landscape for Aviva. Your work will inform and guide Aviva’s cyber security activity
and posture.

Key responsibilities within the role include:

The creation, maintenance, and delivery of nuanced strategic cyber threat intelligence products
mapping the security context and threats for Aviva businesses worldwide

Production and delivery of well researched and well written ad hoc strategic alerts and reports

Support the translation of strategic developments into potential operational and tactical intelligence
activity

Development and delivery of high quality written and verbal briefing material communicating the
threat landscape for range of audiences up to and including C suite

Support the Threat Intelligence team activities in the tactical cyber threat intelligence space such as
development of tactical threat actor profiles

Independent research based on internal and external data sources

Engagement with the wider Threat Intelligence team operating in the operational and tactical
spheres

Engagement in external threat intelligence sharing forums

We are looking for someone with the following skills and experience:

Prior experience specific to global cyber threats

In depth knowledge of key developments in the global cyber threat landscape

Understanding of the techniques, technologies, and economics associated with cyber attacks

Ability to collect, analyse, and interpret qualitative and quantitative data from different sources and
exercising critical thinking

Sign in

Aviva
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Read what people are saying about working here.
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Very strong written and verbal communications skills including ability to draft and deliver high
quality written reports and verbal briefings under time pressure

Ability to deliver to a schedule, prioritise conflicting tasks, and service occasional time-critical
requests as required

Prior intelligence, investigations, or security operations experience

Knowledge and experience of the intelligence cycle, including analytic methodologies and processes

Familiarity and experience in the use of intelligence estimative language

Previous Financial Services experience (nice to have)

Bachelor’s degree or above in international relations, politics, intelligence, cyber security, or related
fields or equivalent professional experience

What will you get for this role?

Salary circa £50,000 depending on skills, experience, qualifications & location

Generous defined contribution pension scheme

Annual performance related bonus and pay review

Holiday allowance of 29 days plus bank holidays and the option to buy/sell up to 5 additional days

Up to 40% discount for some Aviva products through “My Aviva Extras” plus discounts for Friends
and Family. (Some exclusions apply)

Excellent range of flexible benefits to include a matching share save scheme

Working at Aviva

At Aviva, we’re people with a purpose. To be with you today, for a better tomorrow.

We bring this to life by ensuring managing risk is at the heart of the way we all work. We love people who
do the right thing for our customers, and our colleagues. We want people who speak up, who take
ownership, and who make good decisions.

The way we do this is important too, we’re all about our people – that’s you – so we can be pretty flexible.
If you want to work from home some of the time or change your hours so you can pick up your kids or
care for someone in your family, we’re very open to that. In fact, we don’t advertise roles as either part or
full time, because we know each person has different needs, just as each business area has different
needs. So, it’s up to you to discuss working hours during your interview.

We care deeply about being inclusive and that means we encourage applications from people with diverse
backgrounds and experiences. We want our employees to bring their whole self to work and that starts
with you.

We interview every disabled applicant* that meets the minimum criteria for the job . Once you’ve
applied, please send us a separate email stating that you have a disclosed disability and we’ll make
sure we interview you.

We’d love it if you could submit your application online . If you require an alternative method of
applying, please give Guv a call on 0750 008 7919 or send an email to Guv.johal@aviva.com

*As defined in The Equality Act 2010 *. By ‘ minimum criteria’ we mean you should provide us with
evidence which demonstrates that you generally meet the level of competence required and have the



Cyber Security Analyst
Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC)
Didcot
Remote
£31,931 - £34,709 a year

Cyber Security Analyst

STFC, RAL/Didcot

Band: UKRI D

Contract Type: Open Ended

Hours: Full-time

Salary: £31, 931 - £34,709 per annum (depending on experience)

Closing date: 8th August 2021

A vacancy has arisen for a Cyber Security Analyst in STFC.

The post can be based either at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory on the Harwell Campus in
Oxfordshire or Daresbury Laboratory in Warrington with options to work flexibly including a limited
amount of remote working.

About STFC

The Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) is one of Europe’s largest research organisations. We
support university-based research in astronomy, particle physics, nuclear physics and space science and
provide access to world-leading, large-scale facilities through our laboratories in the UK and collaborations
with international research organisations such as CERN and the European Southern Observatory. Through
our Programmes Directorate in Swindon and our National Laboratories at Harwell in Oxfordshire,
Daresbury in Cheshire and the Astronomy Technology Centre in Edinburgh we provide a range of research
facilities using neutrons, muons, lasers, x-rays, high performance computing and related technologies that
benefit an amazing variety of fields from the physical and biological sciences to medicine, energy, the
environment, heritage science and more. The National Laboratories are positioned at the heart of vibrant
campuses that are being developed through joint venture initiatives to stimulate innovation and economic
growth.

STFC is one of the nine councils in UK Research and Innovation (UKRI). UKRI’s mission is to convene,
catalyse and invest in close collaboration with others to build a thriving, inclusive research and innovation
system that connects discovery to prosperity and public good

Role responsibilities:

Sign in
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First significant management level which can include line management of more junior bands. Line
management includes responsibility for planning of work activity, ensuring safe working practices,
offering constructive guidance and professional development, and financial resources within defined
limits within broader remit of more senior person.

Supporting information security delivery work within STFC. This includes the development and
implementation of Information Security Policies, Standards, processes and guidance.
Responsibility for the security of STFC's Digital infrastructure by proactively analysing security
threats/challenges/risks to the environment, including conducting penetration testing and
compliance reviews.
Responsibility for monitoring of Information Security and information management to ensure
compliance including reviewing and monitoring system and network logs for malicious activity or
unacceptable use.
Taking responsibility for the resolution of information security incidents by investigation and
research and critical review to produce recommendations for more senior decision-making.
Take responsibility for problem solving on particular aspects of the work, where possible using
industry standard methods, with scope to utilise innovative & adaptive thinking, including offering
advice on technical issues and complex fault diagnosis.
Resolution of customer and staff information security management issues, improving services to
increase quality.
Representing the department internally or externally, including when deputising for more senior
grade.
Collaborating with other DI teams, and across STFC , through the lifecycle of IT services and
applications, ensuring robust information security and compliance is achieved.
Engaging with all staff ,via a variety of media opportunities, to provide advice, guidance and
awareness activities on security issues , such as Phishing awareness campaigns. 

Essential Criteria:

A relevant information security qualification or relevant subject matter and industry experience
ITIL Foundation or prepared to work towards it within 12 months
The role is conditional on having or obtaining UK National Security Vetting Security Clearance (SC)
Systems administration knowledge and experience for a diverse range of IT systems (both on-
premise and cloud-based)
Knowledge of a number of technical areas, such as anti-virus, networking, vulnerability
management, encryption, Microsoft technologies, Linux
Knowledge of Information Security standards, legislation and practices, including GDPR & Data
Protection Act 2018
Experience in dealing with a wide range of Information Security matters and operating in an ITIL
based environment
Strong problem solving ability, with flexibility to think creatively and adapt to and implement rapidly
changing systems and services
Incident management experience and an ability to quickly tailor responses to deal with fast-moving
situations
Able to absorb and convey detailed information and communicate effectively at all levels to both
technical and non-technical audiences
Able to assess, evaluate and prioritise particularly when under time pressure
Able to manage self-learning and continuous personal improvement. High level of drive,
enthusiasm, self-motivation and an ability to focus on intricate technical problems
An understanding that on occasion it will be necessary to work outside of base location and
business hours to address time critical matters.



About STFC

The Science and Technology Facilities Council is a world-leading multi-disciplinary science organisation
where curiosity-driven, blue-skies thinking meets practical, application-led science and engineering. Our
goal is to deliver economic, societal, scientific and international benefits to the UK and its people – and
more broadly to the world.
One of Europe’s largest research organisations, we’re trusted to support, enable and undertake cutting-
edge projects in an amazing diversity of fields. Through world-class facilities and people, we’re driving
ground-breaking advances in science, engineering, computing and technology. Our research seeks to
understand the Universe from the largest astronomical scales to the tiniest constituents of matter, yet
creates impact on a very tangible, human scale.
For more information about STFC please visit https://stfc.ukri.org/
You can also visit our careers site https://www.stfccareers.co.uk/
How to Apply
Online applications only preferred for this role. Please submit your CV and a covering letter which clearly
outlines how you fulfil the criteria specified along with your motivation to join STFC and the role you’re
applying for. Ensure that the job reference number is included in the filename description of each
document uploaded. Note that failure to address the above criteria or submit your application without a
covering letter may result in your application not being considered. You will only be assessed on the
content of your CV and covering letter and not the ‘experience’ section of the application.

About UKRI

Launched in April 2018, UKRI is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS).

Our organisation brings together the seven disciplinary research councils, Research England, which is
responsible for supporting research and knowledge exchange at higher education institutions in England,
and the UK’s innovation agency, Innovate UK to create an independent organisation with a strong voice
for research and innovation, and a vision to ensure the UK maintains its world-leading position in research
and innovation.

How we support EDI in the workforce

At UKRI we believe that everyone has a right to be treated with dignity and respect, and to be provided
with equal opportunities to flourish and succeed in an environment that enables them to do so. We also
value diversity of thought and experience within inclusive groups, organisations and the wider community.
For further information, please visit ‘How we support EDI in the workforce’

Disability Confident Employer

As a Disability Confident employer, UKRI will offer an interview to a fair and proportionate number of
disabled applicants that meet the minimum criteria for the job (this is the description of the job as set by
the employer). To enable us to do this we ask the appropriate questions within the candidate application.
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IT Security Specialist jobs in Didcot

IT Security Specialist salaries in Didcot

Additional Information

Organisation: Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC)
Contract Type: Open Ended
External Closing Date: Aug 8, 2021
Minimum Salary: Pound Sterling (GBP) 31,931
Hours: Full-time

UK Research and Innovation (UKRI)
13 days ago
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Cyber Security Senior Analyst
Office of the Chief Executive
Jersey
£54,879 - £61,132 a year  - Full-time, Permanent

Employer: Office of the Chief Executive

Job number: SOJ10994

Closing date: 04-Aug-2021

Post requires 5 years residency: Yes

Post requires Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) clearance: Yes - Enhanced

Contract type: Permanent

Full time or part time: Full Time

Term time only: No

Working hours: 37 Hours per Week

Shift details: na

Salary: 54879 - 61132 GBP per year

Job summary

This is your opportunity to influence the creation and development of Jersey’s CERT (Cyber Emergency
Response Team) and its reputation with a wide range of stakeholders internationally as well as locally.

Successful candidates will be instrumental in developing a culture on island that promotes cyber security
information sharing as well as investigating, analysing and evaluating cyber security incidents that occur
in Jersey and will drive and support critical workstreams including threat intelligence, cyber security
awareness, incident triage and response, technical and risk analytics, cyber capacity building, community
engagement, delivery of technical advice, and development of standards and best practice guidance.

You will need to enjoy working as part of a small dynamic team, and have an appropriate level of cyber
security expertise combined with a strong desire to use your technical and interpersonal skills to benefit
businesses, organisations, community groups.

We will be looking to balance skills across the team, so whether your background is in security operations,
penetration testing, forensics, systems, networks or software security, assurance, risk management,
security awareness or other relevant areas we are keen to hear from you.

Sign in

https://uk.indeed.com/?from=gnav-viewjob
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IT Security Specialist jobs in Jersey

IT Security Specialist salaries in Jersey

We welcome all expressions of interest whether you would like to work with us now or in the future. We
particularly encourage applications from local candidates at all levels of experience, and from all parts of
the community.

Candidates are encouraged to contact the CERT Director Matt Palmer, m.palmer@gov.je in the first
instance.

As an inclusive employer we will create opportunities for flexible working to attract and retain talent which
reflects the diversity of the communities we serve. We welcome applications for working flexible hours,
part-time working and job sharing.

States of Jersey
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Cyber Security Analyst
ECMWF
Berkshire
£62,166 a year

Position information

Vacancy No.: VN21-39 Department: Computing

Grade: A2 Section: Platforms & Services

Job Ref. No.: STF-PL/21-39 Reports to: Networks and Security Team

Leader

Publication Date: 15 July 2021 Closing Date: 31 August 2021

Location: Reading, UK

2. About ECMWF

ECMWF is the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. It is an intergovernmental

organisation created in 1975 by a group of European nations and is today supported by 34 Member

and Co-operating States, mostly in Europe. The Centre’s mission is to serve and support its Member

and Co-operating States and the wider community by developing and providing world-leading global

numerical weather prediction. ECMWF functions as a 24/7 research and operational centre with a

focus on medium and long-range predictions and holds one of the largest meteorological archives in

the world. The success of its activities relies primarily on the talent of its scientists, strong

partnerships with its Member and Co-operating States and the international community, some of the

most powerful supercomputers in the world, and the use of innovative technologies such as machine

learning across its operations.

Over the years, ECMWF has also developed a strong partnership with the European Union, and for

the past seven years has been an entrusted entity for the implementation and operation of the

Climate and the Atmosphere Monitoring Services of the EU Copernicus Programme, as well as a

contributor to the Copernicus Emergency Management Service. The collaboration does not stop

there and includes other areas of work, including High Performance Computing and the development

of digital tools. It is enabling ECMWF to now provide data and products covering weather, climate, air

quality, fire and flood prediction and monitoring.

ECMWF has recently become a multi-site organisation, with its headquarters based since its creation

Sign in
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in Reading, UK, its new data centre opening in 2021 in Bologna, Italy, and new offices, also opening

in 2021 in Bonn, Germany.

It is foreseen that ECMWF will be a major partner in the implementation of the Destination Earth

(DestinE) initiative starting later in 2021, together with ESA and EUMETSAT as partners. The

objective of the European Commission DestinE initiative is to deploy several highly accurate thematic 

digital replicas of the Earth, called Digital Twins, to monitor and predict natural and human activities

as well as their interactions, to develop and test scenarios that would enable more sustainable

developments and support corresponding European policies for the Green Deal.

For additional details, see www.ecmwf.int/.

The Platforms and Services Section forms part of ECMWF’s Computing Department and is

responsible for delivering a wide range of services including mission-critical virtual and bare-metal

server infrastructure, data centre and wide area networks, security, monitoring and analytics, and

enterprise ICT.

Within the Platforms and Services Section, the Networks and Security Team is responsible for

designing, procuring and deploying the Networks and Security infrastructures and their associated

Operational Security services, and their day-to-day operational running. The co-ordination of

Information Security activities also takes place within the team, reporting to the Centre’s Director of

Computing and ECMWF’s Information Security Advisory Board.

3. Summary of the role

The Cyber Security Analyst will be responsible for operational security policy matters related to

Information Technology security within ECMWF. They will report to the Networks and Security Team

Leader and coordinate the implementation of agreed controls across the organisation to reduce

information and IT risks and ensure information assets and technologies are adequately protected.

4. Main duties and key responsibilities

Configuring and managing network security systems, including firewalls and intrusion detection

and prevention systems

Designing new security systems or upgrading existing ones

Protecting digital information assets and information systems against unauthorised access,

modification or destruction

Monitoring and reporting on established Information Security controls

Cooperating with Information Security representatives in all departments and at all levels of the



organisation

Coordinating regular meetings with InfoSec experts of ECMWF's Member and Cooperating

States

Executing regular Information Security audits together with independent external auditors

Coordinating IT investigations, security incident response, digital forensics and electronic

discovery

Undertaking operational risk assessments to cover changes in the environment

Providing technical advice and policy knowledge in the area of Information Security

Recommending solutions to improve IT infrastructure security

Increasing awareness of Information Security within ECMWF, including training and

communication

Delivering the information security framework in line with ECMWF’s policies, industry best

practice and associated industry standards

Providing general day-to-day support for the services provided by the team, including, on a

regular basis, 24-hour on-call support for the mission-critical services 

5. Personal attributes

Excellent interpersonal and communication skills

Strong analytical and problem-solving skills, with a proactive approach

Self-motivated, and able to work with minimal supervision

Ability to maintain effective communication and documentation with the rest of the team and a

distributed user community

Ability to work efficiently and complete diverse tasks in a timely manner

6. Qualifications and experience required

Education A university degree (EQF Level 6) or equivalent industry experience.

Professional A recognised professional InfoSec certification such as CISSP, CISA, CEH, or

GIAC GCIH is essential.

Experience An understanding of common security frameworks and legislation, and their

impact, e.g., ISO 27001, GDPR.

Experience of configuring and administering network security and network

virtualisation security technologies including, but not limited to, Fortinet

firewalls, VPNs, intrusion detection/prevention systems, email & web filters,



logging & monitoring platforms, and network admission control.

Experience of implementing endpoint security technologies and products

including, but not limited to, anti-virus, host-based intrusion detection, posture

checking, and local security policies.

Experience of implementing cloud security technologies and products such as,

but not limited to, OpenStack, Kubernetes and vSphere NSX.

Demonstrated experience of working with ISO 27001 to support the

implementation of policies into specific, monitored, measurable controls.

A working knowledge of Microsoft and *nix operating systems, and their

configuration to support security controls.

An understanding of tools to support event monitoring and incident

investigation.

Experience with vulnerability assessment or penetration testing methodologies

and practices.

Experience in scripting, preferably using python, ansible and jinja. (desirable)

An understanding of network routing/switching technologies such as, but not

limited to, BGP, OSPF and VRFs. (desirable)

Experience of working in an international environment. (desirable)

Experience of working in Security Operations Centre (SOC) environment.

(desirable) 

Knowledge and

skills (including

language)

Candidates must have knowledge and skills in the following areas:

Information Systems/Network Security

Identity and Access Management

Information Assurance

Infrastructure Design

Vulnerabilities Assessment

Security Incident Handling & Response

Candidates must be able to work effectively in English and interviews will be



conducted in English.

A good knowledge of one of the Centre’s other working languages (French or

German) is not required but would be welcome.

7. Other information

Grade remuneration

The successful candidate will be recruited at the A2 grade, according to the scales of the Co-

ordinated Organisations and the annual basic salary will be £62,166.00 net of tax. This position is

assigned to the employment category STF-PL as defined in the Staff Regulations.

Full details of salary scales and allowances are available on the ECMWF website at

www.ecmwf.int/en/about/jobs, including the Centre’s Staff Regulations regarding the terms and

conditions of employment.

Starting date: 1 November 2021, or as soon as possible thereafter.

Length of contract: The total contract duration is expected to be four years (with the possibility of

further extension). However, please note that the DestinE Contribution Agreement is likely to be

divided in phases, the first of which will last for two and a half years. The Centre is therefore required

to contract initially for the same period. Extensions to complete the four-year period (which could be

subsequently extended even further) will be offered to the successful candidate as soon as funding

beyond the initial phase is confirmed.

Location: The position will be based in the Reading area, in Berkshire, United Kingdom.

Successful applicants and members of their family forming part of their households will be

exempt from immigration restrictions.

8. How to apply

Please apply by completing the online application form available at www.ecmwf.int/en/about/jobs.

To contact the ECMWF Recruitment Team, please email jobs@ecmwf.int.

Please refer to the ECMWF Privacy Statement. For details of how we will handle your personal data

for this purpose, see: https://www.ecmwf.int/en/privacy.

At ECMWF, we consider an inclusive environment as key for our success. We are dedicated to

ensuring a workplace that embraces diversity and provides equal opportunities for all, without

distinction as to race, gender, age, marital status, social status, disability, sexual orientation, religion,

personality, ethnicity and culture. We value the benefits derived from a diverse workforce and are

committed to having staff that reflect the diversity of the countries that are part of our community, in
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IT Security Specialist jobs in Berkshire

Jobs at ECMWF in Berkshire

IT Security Specialist salaries in Berkshire

an environment that nurtures equality and inclusion. 

Applications are invited from nationals from ECMWF Member States and Co-operating States, listed

below:

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Hungary,

Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Montenegro,

Morocco, the Netherlands, Norway, North Macedonia, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia,

Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and the United Kingdom.

Applications from nationals from other countries may be considered in exceptional cases.

ECMWF
12 days ago
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Cyber Security Analyst
STFC - The Science and Technology Facilities Council - IT

Apply

About Us

The Science and Technology Facilities Council
(STFC) is one of Europe’s largest multidisciplinary
research organisations, with our National
Laboratories providing world-class research
facilities and capabilities operated as a national
research resource. STFC is one of the nine councils
in UK Research and Innovation (UKRI). UKRI’s
mission is to convene, catalyse and invest in close
collaboration with others to build a thriving, inclusive
research and innovation system that connects
discovery to prosperity and public good.

With sites including the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) at the Harwell campus in
Oxfordshire, the Daresbury Laboratory at the Sci-
Tech Daresbury campus in Cheshire, and the UK
Astronomy Technology Centre in Edinburgh, STFC
is positioned to deliver advance scientific
understanding and generate a remarkable variety of
real-world benefits which shape societies and
transform lives.

About the Role

A vacancy has arisen for a Cyber Security Analyst
in STFC. The post can be based either at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory on the Harwell
Campus in Oxfordshire or Daresbury Laboratory in
Warrington with options to work flexibly including a
limited amount of remote working.

In this role, you will be supporting information
security delivery work within STFC, this includes the
development and implementation of Information
Security Policies, Standards, processes and
guidance. With your team, you will have
responsibility for the security of STFC's Digital

Location: Harwell, Warrington
Salary: £31,931 to £34,709

per annum (depending
on experience)

Hours: Full Time
Contract Type: Permanent
Placed On: 19th July 2021
Closes: 8th August 2021
Job Ref: 210000JN

Welcome to STFCWelcome to STFC

https://www.aplitrak.com/?adid=Q2xhaXJlLkJyb3duc29uLjkyNDM3LjMwODZAdWtzYnMuYXBsaXRyYWsuY29t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJlvHZQAksE


responsibility for the security of STFC s Digital
infrastructure by proactively analysing security
threats/challenges/risks to the environment,
including conducting penetration testing and
compliance reviews. As well as responsibility for
monitoring of Information Security and information
management to ensure compliance including
reviewing and monitoring system and network logs
for malicious activity or unacceptable use.

As a Cyber Security Analyst, you may have line
management responsibility for more junior
colleagues. Line management will include
responsibility for planning of work activity, ensuring
safe working practices, offering constructive
guidance and professional development, and
financial resources within defined limits within
broader remit of a more senior person. The role is
conditional on having or obtaining UK National
Security Vetting Security Clearance (SC).

To succeed in this role, you will have:

A relevant information security qualification
or relevant subject matter and industry
experience
ITIL Foundation or prepared to work towards
it within 12 months
Systems administration knowledge and
experience for a diverse range of IT systems
(both on-premise and cloud-based)
Knowledge of a number of technical areas,
such as anti-virus, networking, vulnerability
management, encryption, Microsoft
technologies, Linux
Knowledge of Information Security
standards, legislation and practices, including
GDPR & Data Protection Act 2018
Experience in dealing with a wide range of
Information Security matters and operating in
an ITIL based environment
Strong problem solving ability, with flexibility
to think creatively and adapt to and
implement rapidly changing systems and
services
Incident management experience and an
ability to quickly tailor responses to deal with
fast-moving situations.

What we Offer

UK Research and Innovation recognises and values
employees as individuals and aims to provide a pay
and reward package that motivates staff to the best
of their ability. The reward and benefit package
includes a flexible working scheme, an excellent
Defined Benefit pension scheme, 30 days annual
leave allowance and a number of other benefits.

How to Apply

Applicants are required to include a cover letter
outlining their suitability for this role.

Applications are handled by UK Shared Business



Applications are handled by UK Shared Business
Services, to see more details and to apply please
visit our job board and search for the role that is of
interest to you.

The closing date for applications is 8th August
2021.

Show all jobs for STFC - The Science and Technology Facilities Council …

Advert information

Type / Role:

Academic or Research
Professional / Managerial / Support Services

Subject Area(s):

Computer Sciences
Computer Science
Software Engineering
Information Systems
Artificial Intelligence
Engineering & Technology
Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Administrative
IT

Location(s):

South East England

Job tools

  Email me jobs like this
  Send this job to a friend
  Careers advice

Welcome to STFCWelcome to STFC

https://www.jobs.ac.uk/search/employer/stfc-the-science-and-technology-facilities-council
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJlvHZQAksE


Cyber Security Analyst

UK Research and Innovation - IT

Location: Didcot
Salary: £31,931 to £34,709 per

annum
Hours: Full Time
Contract Type: Permanent

Placed On: 21st July 2021
Closes: 8th August 2021
Job Ref: 210000JN

Apply

About Us

The Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) is one of Europe’s largest multidisciplinary
research organisations, with our National Laboratories providing world-class research facilities and
capabilities operated as a national research resource. STFC is one of the nine councils in UK Research
and Innovation (UKRI). UKRI’s mission is to convene, catalyse and invest in close collaboration with
others to build a thriving, inclusive research and innovation system that connects discovery to prosperity
and public good.

With sites including the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) at the Harwell campus in Oxfordshire, the
Daresbury Laboratory at the Sci-Tech Daresbury campus in Cheshire, and the UK Astronomy Technology
Centre in Edinburgh, STFC is positioned to deliver advance scientific understanding and generate a
remarkable variety of real-world benefits which shape societies and transform lives.

About the Role

A vacancy has arisen for a Cyber Security Analyst in STFC. The post can be based either at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory on the Harwell Campus in Oxfordshire or Daresbury Laboratory in
Warrington with options to work flexibly including a limited amount of remote working.

In this role, you will be supporting information security delivery work within STFC, this includes the
development and implementation of Information Security Policies, Standards, processes and guidance.
With your team, you will have responsibility for the security of STFC's Digital infrastructure by proactively
analysing security threats/challenges/risks to the environment, including conducting penetration testing
and compliance reviews. As well as responsibility for monitoring of Information Security and information
management to ensure compliance including reviewing and monitoring system and network logs for
malicious activity or unacceptable use.

As a Cyber Security Analyst, you may have line management responsibility for more junior colleagues.
Line management will include responsibility for planning of work activity, ensuring safe working practices,
offering constructive guidance and professional development, and financial resources within defined limits
within broader remit of a more senior person. The role is conditional on having or obtaining UK National
Security Vetting Security Clearance (SC).

To succeed in this role, you will have:

A l t i f ti it lifi ti l t bj t tt d i d t i

https://www.jobs.ac.uk/search/employer/uk-research-and-innovation
https://careersportal.co.uk/UKRI-careers/jobs/cyber-security-analyst-810


A relevant information security qualification or relevant subject matter and industry experience
ITIL Foundation or prepared to work towards it within 12 months
Systems administration knowledge and experience for a diverse range of IT systems (both on-
premise and cloud-based)
Knowledge of a number of technical areas, such as anti-virus, networking, vulnerability
management, encryption, Microsoft technologies, Linux
Knowledge of Information Security standards, legislation and practices, including GDPR & Data
Protection Act 2018
Experience in dealing with a wide range of Information Security matters and operating in an ITIL
based environment
Strong problem solving ability, with flexibility to think creatively and adapt to and implement rapidly
changing systems and services
Incident management experience and an ability to quickly tailor responses to deal with fast-moving
situations.

What we Offer

UK Research and Innovation recognises and values employees as individuals and aims to provide a pay
and reward package that motivates staff to the best of their ability. The reward and benefit package
includes a flexible working scheme, an excellent Defined Benefit pension scheme, 30 days annual leave
allowance and a number of other benefits.

How to Apply

Applicants are required to include a cover letter outlining their suitability for this role.

Applications are handled by UK Shared Business Services, to see more details and to apply please visit
our job board and search for the role that is of interest to you.

The closing date for applications is 8th August 2021.

Advert information

Type / Role:

Professional / Managerial / Support Services

Subject Area(s):

IT

Location(s):

South West England


